We discuss some techniques for preserving locality of reference in index spaces when mapped to memory units in a distributed memory architecture. In particular, we discuss the use of multidimensional address spaces instead of linearized address spaces, partitioning of irregular grids, and placement of partitions among nodes. We also discuss a set of communication primitives we have found very useful on the Connection Machine systems in implementing scienti c and engineering applications. We brie y review some of the techniques used to fully utilize the bandwidth of the binary cube network of the CM{2 and CM{200, and give some performance data from implementations of communication primitives.
Introduction
Massively parallel computing systems today all have the memory distributed among the processors. The processors with their memory modules and communication circuitry, collectively referred to as nodes, are interconnected by a network of some type. Networks currently in use include two{ and three{dimensional meshes, binary cubes, two levels of rings, and fat{trees. Some systems are programmed as a shared memory machine, others have a shared address space but are programmed in a single program multiple data mode, while others still are programmed as a collection of local address spaces with message passing libraries for data interchange and synchronization. Much of the motivation for massively parallel architectures is their promise to deliver extreme performance. Locality of reference and routing are key issues in accomplishing this goal. The mapping of the index space to the memory units, the data allocation, determines the communication need. Below we brie y discuss some of the techniques we have employed for e ective data placement and routing on the Connection Machine systems 60, 61].
Locality of reference { packaging technology
It is well{known that exploiting locality of reference may enhance performance signicantly in many architectures. For vector architectures, such as the Cray YMP series, the use of techniques such as loop unrolling may yield a performance enhancement by a factor of two to ve 11] . The experience on many cache{based architectures is that loop unrolling, loop partitioning and loop skewing may yield similar performance enhancements 40] . The reason for these performance enhancements is the underlying memory hierarchy, and the ability of the mentioned techniques to exploit this hierarchy. The memory hierarchy in computer systems is largely determined by the storage and packaging technologies used. The latter introduces bottlenecks in the system. Today, a processor with a moderate size register set, oating{point arithmetic, and a small cache, all t on a single chip. The ability to move data on a chip is considerably higher than the ability to communicate o chip. Chip packages typically have a few hundred pins, while there may be several thousand wire channels on each of a few layers on the chip. Each channel across the chip may be shared by several wires on di erent parts of the chip. Thus, the data motion capacity on a chip may be two orders of magnitude higher than the ability to move data between a chip and its environment. The situation is similar with respect to printed circuit boards. The dimensions of wires, pins, and boards are larger, but the ratio of on{board data motion capacity to o {board capacity is similar. Thus, one set of issues a designer faces in choosing an interconnection network is the tradeo between few but wide channels per node, or many narrow channels 9, 50] . The communications bandwidth of nodes with few, wide channels is often relatively easy to exploit, except that the associated network may exhibit severe contention for important computations, as, for instance, in computing the FFT on a mesh of low dimension, in particular a one{dimensional array. A higher dimensional array may support such computations with signi cantly less contention, but the capacity of each channel is less. The mapping of high dimensional arrays to lower dimensional arrays was studied, for instance, in 53]. Whichever design is preferable is a tradeo between latency and bandwidth. For ne grain architectures, hardware techniques have been devised to create low latency communication systems, such as in the Caltech Mosaic system 44, 15] and the MIT Jmachine 10]. In systems of coarser granularity, there is often su cient excess parallelism, or slack, to use pipelining and lookahead techniques to diminish the signi cance of the latency issue. We focus on data allocation for preservation of locality of reference, and thus, reduced need for communications bandwidth, and the e cient exploitation of the communications bandwidth in high degree networks, such as large binary cubes, through the use of multiple embeddings.
Data allocation
The data motion requirements, and the performance, depend strongly upon the data allocation. The Connection Machine systems are programmed with a global address space. Below, we rst discuss the techniques used for allocating arrays used in matrix{ like computations, then we report on some early experiences with using a technique for allocation of irregular grids.
Regular arrays
On the Connection Machine systems, each array is by default distributed as evenly as possible over all nodes. In the default array allocation mode, the collection of nodes is con gured for each data array as a nodal array with the same number of axes as the data array. The ordering of the axes is also the same. When there are more matrix elements than nodes, consecutive elements along each data array axis (a block) are assigned to a node. The ratios of the lengths of the axes of the nodal array are approximately equal to the ratios between the lengths of the axes of the data array 62]. The lengths of the local segments of all axes are approximately the same, and the number of o {node references minimized when references along the di erent axes are equally frequent, i.e., the surface area for a given volume is minimized. The default array layout is known as a canonical layout. The canonical layout minimizes the data to be sent or received by each node in LU and QR factorization 43]. The canonical layout is also optimal with respect to communication for the standard matrix multiplication algorithm parallelized with respect to two of the three index axes 47]. The \standard" matrix multiplication algorithm in this context is the familiar textbook algorithm requiring 2N 3 arithmetic operations for the multiplication of two N N matrices. The multiplication can be performed by keeping either one of the three operands stationary. The communication requirements are minimized when the matrix with the largest number of elements is stationary. The nodal array shape for two{ dimensional nodal arrays shall be congruent to the stationary matrix in order to minimize the o {node references 47]. In parallelizing the computations along all three axes, the optimal nodal array shape is congruent to the shape of the index space 32], i.e., the index space allocated to each node is as close to a cube as possible. For relaxation methods with an equal number of references along the di erent axes, the number of o {node references is minimized for a consecutive mapping 28] in which the lengths of the segments of the di erent axes mapped to a node are as equal in length as possible.
Remark 1: Note that the shape of the nodal array is important not only for communication operations but also for entirely local operations, since it e ects strides and the lengths of axes, which are important with respect to loop overhead, vector lengths, cache hit ratios, and DRAM page faults. The arithmetic e ciency may vary by a factor of two or more.
Remark 2: Allocating contiguous segments of axes to a node, i.e., consecutive allocation, is a preferred way of aggregating data with respect to communication for computations in which nearest neighbor references dominate, such as in relaxation. In others, the consecutive allocation may yield poor load balance due to computations being nonuniform across the index space, or it may result in excessive communication. Thus, in the proposed High Performance Fortran standard 16], cyclic and block{cyclic allocation are also supported. In computations such as factorization and triangular system solution, the traversal of the index space can be matched with the chosen method of aggregation, thus creating an equal load balance for consecutive and cyclic allocation 27, 43] . But, for computations where the order of traversal of the index space is xed, such as the FFT, a cyclic allocation may reduce the communication needs by a factor of two 37, 38, 58, 64] . For a number of important computations on regular arrays, the canonical layout indeed minimizes the number of o {node references for a given number of data elements per node. However, when references along the di erent axes are not uniform, other nodal array shapes may result in a reduced number of o {node references. On the Connection Machine systems, the canonical layout can be altered through compiler directives. An axis can be forced to be local to a node by the directive SERIAL, if there is su cient local memory. The length of the local segment of an axis can also be changed by assigning weights to the axes. High weights are used for axes with frequent communication and low weights for axes with infrequent communication. A relatively high weight for an axis increases the length of the local segment of that axis at the expense of the lengths of the segments of the other axes. The total size of the subarray is independent of the assignment of weights for su ciently large arrays. Only the shape of the subarray assigned to a node changes. In many computations, more than one array is involved and the relative allocations of the arrays are often important. For instance, in solving a linear system of equations, there are at least two arrays involved: the matrix to be factored and the set of right{hand sides. The ALIGN compiler directive may be used to assure that di erent data arrays are assigned to nodes using the same nodal array shape for the allocation. Alignment corresponds to a reshaping of the nodal array (compared to the canonical layout). The associated data motion corresponds to a generalized shu e operation.
Irregular grids
The consecutive, cyclic, and block{cyclic allocation schemes are easily evaluated and implemented for computations with regular data reference patterns on one or multidimensional arrays. For data structures corresponding to irregular grids, partitioning the grid for preservation of locality of reference is a much more di cult task. Partitioning unstructured grids is still a very active area of research. On the Connection Machine systems we have recently implemented the so called spectral decomposition technique 12, 13, 14, 48, 54] . Fiedler showed that the second largest eigenvalue and the ordering of the associated eigenvector can be used for partitioning of a mesh. Johan 25, 26] has used this technique for nite element computations on unstructured meshes. As model problems, Johan used a planar triangular mesh between an outer ellipse and an inner double ellipse and a nonplanar grid of tetrahedra between concentric cylinders. The planar grid had 8,307 nodes, 16,231 triangles, and 24,537 edges. The numbers of shared nodes and edges as a function of the number of partitions are given in Table 1 . The grid for the concentric spheres consisted of 20,374 nodes, 107,416 tetrahedra, and 218,807 faces. Some of the data for the spectral decomposition of this mesh are summarized in Table 2 . The spectral decomposition technique is now being applied to large{scale nite element meshes with a million to several million elements. The results will be reported elsewhere. 
Allocation of partitions
The consecutive, cyclic, and block{cyclic allocation schemes 28] select subsets of data elements to be assigned to the same node. Compiler directives, such as axis weight, SERIAL and ALIGN, address the issue of choosing the nodal array shape. Another data layout issue is the assignment of partitions to nodes. The network topology and the data reference pattern are two important characteristics in this assignment. The nodes of the Connection Machine system CM{200 are interconnected as a binary cube with up to 11 dimensions. A binary cube network of n dimensions has 2 n nodes. It is well{known that regular grids are subgraphs of binary cubes and that binary{re ected Gray codes 52] generate embeddings of arrays into binary cube networks that preserve adjacency 28]. The binary{re ected Gray code is e cient, both in preserving adjacency and in node utilization, when the length of the axes of the data array is a power of two 22]. For arbitrary data array axes' lengths, the Gray code may be combined with other techniques to generate e cient embeddings 7, 24] . The binary{re ected Gray code embedding is the default embedding on the Connection Machine system CM{200 and is enforced by the compiler directive NEWS for each axis.
The standard binary encoding of each axis is obtained through the compiler directive SEND. The binary encoding may be preferable for computations which require that elements di ering in a single bit be operated upon together, such as in the FFT. However, in this particular case, the code conversion can be integrated into the algorithm at no increase in the communication time 36].
For unstructured grids, nding an optimal placement of the blocks is much less apparent, even if data references are predominantly local in the physical grid as in explicit methods for partial di erential equations. Instead of attempting to preserve locality of reference, minimizing the contention in the communication system through randomized routing 65, 66] or randomized data allocation 49, 51] may be a viable strategy. In the Connection Machine Scienti c Software Library 63], CMSSL, we provide randomization of the data allocation as an option, for instance, in sparse matrix{vector multiplication. The e ectiveness of a random allocation with respect to performance is evaluated on gather/scatter operations discussed in Section 4.3.
Summary { data allocation
In summary, on the Connection Machine systems, consecutive data allocation is used by the compilers to aggregate data for a node. In addition to the consecutive allocation, High Performance Fortran will also support cyclic and block{cyclic allocation. The address space is treated as a multidimensional address space with as many axes as there are axes in the data array. The default shape of the local address space has local axes of approximately equal lengths. A binary{re ected Gray code encoding preserves adjacency in the index space when mapped to the binary cube network of the CM{2 and CM{200. The shape of the local address space can be controlled through compiler directives. Such directives also allow for the choice of a binary axis encoding instead of the Gray code encoding for the CM{2 and CM{200. The CM{5 only supports binary encoding 61]. The spectral decomposition technique is provided as a means of partitioning unstructured grids for preservation of locality of reference for many computations on such grids. Randomization of the data allocation is supported as a means of reducing the contention in the communication system. Spectral decomposition and randomized allocation is o ered in the form of library routines in the CMSSL. Randomized routing is used on the CM{5.
Communication primitives
The following is a list of communication primitives that we have found important in the programming of the Connection Machine systems.
One{to{all reduction/copy All{to{all reduction/copy Gather/scatter One{to{all personalized communication All{to{all personalized communication Dimension(index) permutation Below we will discuss the need for some of the communication primitives above and the techniques used to achieve high bandwidth utilization.
Broadcast
Broadcast and reduction from a single source to subsets of nodes, holding an entire row or column, is critical for the e ciency of computations such as LU and QR factorization. In fact, many concurrent broadcast (and reduction) operations are desired in these computations as illustrated in Figure 1 . Whether or not these broadcast operations imply communication that interfere, depends upon the network topology and how the index space is mapped to the nodes. On a binary cube network, entire subcubes are often assigned to a data array axis. In such a case, the broadcasts within the di erent columns in the index space do not interfere with each other, and the concurrent broadcast operation degenerates to a number of broadcasts within disjoint subsets of nodes. However, in other networks such a data mapping may not be feasible, and the simultaneous broadcast from several sources to distinct subsets of nodes may require a more complex routing for optimal bandwidth utilization. Global broadcast and reduction is used, for instance, in the conjugate gradient method. But, even for the conjugate gradient method, several simultaneous broadcast operations may be required, since for massively parallel machines it is quite common that many computations of the same kind are performed concurrently, so called multiple instance computation 31]. Using a binomial tree to broadcast M elements from a node to all other nodes requires a time of nM with the communication restricted to one channel at a time, while the time is proportional to M with concurrent communication on all channels of every node, all{port communication. However, the lower bounds for the two cases are M and M n , respectively 33]. Thus, the binomial tree algorithm is nonoptimal by a factor of n in both cases. Multiple spanning trees rooted at the same node can be used to create lower bound algorithms 33]. The basic idea is: the source node splits its data set into M n disjoint subsets and sends each subset to a distinct neighbor. Then, each of these neighbor nodes broadcasts the data set it received to all other nodes (except the original source node) using spanning binomial trees. By a suitable construction of the trees, the n binomial trees are edge disjoint, and the full bandwidth of the binary n{cube is used e ectively. The multiple spanning binomial tree algorithm is used for broadcasting on the Connection Machine systems CM{2 and CM{200. The performance is illustrated in Figure 2 29 ]. As expected, the time to broadcast a given size data set decreases with the number of nodes to which the set is broadcast.
All{to{all broadcast
Another important communication primitive is the simultaneous broadcast from each node in a set to every other node in the set, all{to{all broadcast. This communication is typical for so called direct N{body algorithms, but it is also required in many matrix algorithms. Here we will illustrate its use in matrix{vector multiplication. With the processing nodes con gured as a two{dimensional nodal array for the matrix, but as a one{dimensional nodal array for the vectors, both all{to{all broadcast and all{ to{all reduction are required in evaluating the matrix vector product. Figure 3 illustrates the data allocation for both row major and column major ordering of the matrix. The data allocation shown in Figure 3 is typical on Connection Machine systems. The di erent segments of y can be computed by all{to{all reduction within processor rows, resulting in a row major ordering of y. But, the node labeling is in column major order, and a reordering from row to column major ordering is required in order to establish the nal allocation of y. Thus, for a column major order of the matrix elements, matrix{vector multiplication can be expressed as:
All{to{all broadcast of the input vector within columns of nodes Local matrix{vector multiplication All{to{all reduction within rows of nodes to accumulate partial contributions to the result vector Reordering of the result vector from row major to column major order.
All{to{all broadcast or reduction is required also when a one{dimensional nodal array con guration is used for the matrix 45]. In all{to{all broadcast, the lower bound for an n{cube where each node initially holds A simple yet optimal, all{port, algorithm for all{to{all broadcast uses n Hamiltonian paths for each node. For all{to{all broadcast, the Hamiltonian paths need not be edge{disjoint. Finding and constructing edge{disjoint cycles is a complex problem 1]. A Hamiltonian cycle can be constructed by moving across cube dimensions according to the transition sequence in a binary{re ected Gray code. Translating such a cycle to another source node by performing an exclusive{or operation on every node address by the source node index, assuming the rst cycle has node zero as its source, creates 2 n = N Table 3 : The e ect of randomization on gather and scatter performance. Times in msec on an 8k CM{200.
paths. These paths cannot be edge{disjoint. But, it can be shown, that for all{to{all broadcast, there is no contention between data packets moving along the paths generated by a binary{re ected Gray code. Moreover, it can be shown that paths generated by rotating the address bits in the Gray code can be used without contention 33], thus providing n paths for each node. The initial data set M in each node is divided into n packets of approximately equal size. Each subset is then exchanged with packets in all neighboring nodes in each step. Figure 4 illustrates the idea. The use of n Hamiltonian paths is only one of several routing schemes that yield the same complexity for all{to{all broadcast 3, 17, 33, 55, 56]. The n Hamiltonian path algorithm has been implemented on the Connection Machine systems 5, 45]. Figure 5 shows the performance of the CM{200 implementation.
Gather/Scatter
Gather and scatter operations on regular grid data represented as one or multidimensional arrays, as well as irregular grid data, is critical for the performance of many scienti c and engineering applications. On the Connection Machine Systems, gather and scatter operations on regular grids are supported through PSHIFT (for polyshift) 19, 63] , which allows the programmer to specify concurrent shift operations in one or both directions of one or multiple axes. On the CM{2 and CM{200 with Gray coded axes, PSHIFT concurrently performs all the data exchanges requiring communication between nodes. In e ect, PSHIFT provides an e ective means of emulating lattices on binary cubes. A further level of optimization is provided by the so called stencil compiler 4], which in addition to maximizing the concurrency in internode communication (using PSHIFT), avoids unnecessary local memory moves and uses a highly optimized register allocation in order to minimize the number of load and store operations between local memory and the register le in the oating{point unit. For gather and scatter operations on unstructured grid computations, the general router on the Connection Machine systems is used. However, two means of improving the performance is provided, one being randomization of the data allocation, and a second being savings of the routing information for repetitive gather scatter operations. Table 3 46] summarizes the e ect of randomization of the data allocation for a few meshes. In these examples, the performance enhancement is a factor of 1.5 { 2.25, which in our experience is fairly typical. In some cases, the performance improvement has been larger. It is rarely the case that randomization has caused a performance degradation.
Personalized communication
In one{to{all personalized communication a node sends a unique piece of data to every other node. An example is matrix computations where a node holds an entire column, which may need to be redistributed evenly over all the nodes, as in some algorithms for matrix{vector multiplication 45]. In all{to{all personalized communication, each node sends unique information to all other nodes. Personalized communication is not limited to matrix transposition but encompasses operations such as bit{reversal, transposition or bit{reversal combined with a code change (such as the conversion between binary code and binary{re ected Gray code) and bit{inversion. We now illustrate the signi cance of personalized communication in computing the FFT on a multiprocessor. In computing the FFT on distributed data, one possibility is to exchange data between nodes, and have one of the nodes in a pair compute the \top" and the other compute the \bottom" of the butter y requiring data from the two nodes. This type of algorithm is currently used on the Connection Machine systems CM{2 and CM{200 39]. When there are two or more elements per node, then an alternative is to perform an exchange of data between nodes such that each node in a pair computes one complete butter y. The sequence of exchanges required for the FFT amounts to a shu e, as illustrated below, where the j separates node address bits to the left and local memory address bits to the right: Example 1.
Address Index (54321j0) (54321j0) = (54321jx 0 ) (04321j5) (x 0 a 4 a 3 a 2 a 1 ja 5 ) (05321j4) (a 4 x 0 a 3 a 2 a 1 ja 5 ) (05421j3) (a 4 a 3 x 0 a 2 a 1 ja 5 ) (05431j2) (a 4 a 3 a 2 x 0 a 1 ja 5 ) (05432j1) (a 4 a 3 a 2 a 1 x 0 ja 5 ) (15432j0) (a 4 a 3 a 2 a 1 a 5 jx 0 ) Thus, the end result of the sequence of exchanges is a shu e on the node address eld. Each step is equivalent to the transposition of a collection of 2 2 matrices. In practice, for a one{dimensional transform, there are typically several local memory bits. For performance, under many models for the communication system, minimizing the number of exchange steps is desirable, i.e., instead of performing bisections as in the example above, it is desirable to perform multisections including all local memory bits. Thus, for instance, with two local memory bits four{sectioning is being used as shown in Example 1. With three local memory bits, eight{sectioning is used as shown in Example 3. Examples 2 and 3 were deliberately chosen such that the exchanges cannot simply be treated as digit exchanges with increased radix for the digit but must indeed be treated as exchanges with digits of di erent radices. Moreover, the last few exchange steps were made such that the nal order represents an m{step shu e on the nodal address bits, where m is the number of bits used to encode the rst exchange. This node address ordering requires a local memory shu e to restore the original local memory ordering. In practice, it may, in fact, be preferable to avoid the local memory reordering by performing the last exchange such that local memory is normally ordered, which would leave the node addresses in an order corresponding to two shu es: one m{step shu e on all n node address bits, one n mod m shu e on the last m bits. All the above illustrations are made for the case where the indices are encoded in a binary code. With the part of the data index assigned to the node address eld encoded, for instance, in binary{re ected Gray code, the actual communication pattern must account for the fact that the butter y computations are made on bits in binary encoding, while the data allocation uses Gray code. In 36] we show how the butter y emulation based on multisectioning of Gray coded data on a binary cube can be performed in the same time as if the data had been binary coded. In multidimensional FFT, all of local memory should be considered in performing the multisectioning. For details see 30] . The FFT example above makes use of a sequence of all{to{all personalized communications. Before brie y discussing some algorithms for this type of communication in binary cubes, we consider the communication required to restore the original index order for the FFT. In the case of the FFT, the bits in the encoding of the output indices are computed in reverse order. Thus, what is required to establish a normal index map in the frequency domain is an unshu e with bit{reversal. Processor address Local memory address Bit{reversal with an equal number of dimensions assigned to the node address eld and the local memory address eld constitutes one form of all{to{all personalized communication.
The performance on various sizes of the CM{2 is shown in Figure 7 29 ]. As expected, the execution time is almost independent of the machine size for a xed size data set MN. The increase in the execution time is largely due to the fact that local memory operations cannot be performed in parallel. Thus, there is a term proportional to n in addition to the constant term.
Index reversal { bit{inversion
Index reversal is another important permutation used for instance in the computation of real{to{complex FFT. For this computation the standard algorithm requires that data with indices i and N ?i, 0 i < N, be operated upon in a preprocessing or postprocessing step for the FFT 57, 59] . In binary{coded data, the index reversal required for the FFT corresponds to a two's{complement subtraction (bit complement plus one). However, in the case of the real{to{complex FFT on a one{dimensional array with binary{ coded data, the rst step in one of the most common algorithms is to perform a complex{ to{complex FFT on the array viewed as a half{size, one{dimensional, array of complex data points. The result is shown in Figure 8 . The Figure also shows that the postprocess-n j j j j j j j j j j j ing, matching indices i and N ? i, corresponds to bit{inversion in subcubes of the form 00 : : : 01xx : : : x, with the inversion being performed on the bits denoted by x. If there are more than one complex data point per node, then the communication requirements depend upon how the indices are aggregated to the nodes. In consecutive data allocation, the communication pattern between nodes remains the same. In a cyclic data allocation, the communication for the rst complex local memory location is as outlined above; the communication for the second and all subsequent complex local memory locations is bit{complement on the entire node address. Bit{inversion also occurs in the alignment of the operands in matrix{matrix multiplication on three{dimensional nodal array con gurations. For details see 32] . Concurrent communication for bit{inversion on binary cubes is straightforward. For instance, multiple exchange sequences starting in di erent dimensions and progressing through the dimensions in increasing (or decreasing) order cyclicly can be used.
5 Shu e operations on binary cube networks
In considering FFT computations through the use of multisectioning, we noticed that the e ect on the original index space corresponds to a m{step shu e, where m is the number of bits encoding the rst digit exchange. For the FFT computation the various digit exchanges are interleaved with computation. Restoring the original index order corresponds to an unshu e (except for the FFT which in itself implements a bit{reversal).
Reshaping the nodal array for a given data array also represents a general shu e operation. For instance, changing the allocation where x i and y i denote bits encoding an x{axis and y{axis respectively, and a i denotes nodal address bits and m i local memory address bits, constitutes a generalized shu e, or dimension permutation. The dimension permutation is: a 3 a 1 m 1 a 2 a 0 m 0 m 2 a 3 . In this example, the reshaping resulted in a single cycle on the dimensions. In general, the reshaping may result in several cycles, just as the m{step shu e in general can be decomposed into several cycles.
A shu e can be implemented as a sequence of successive pairwise dimension exchanges starting in any position. In a binary cube, such exchanges imply communication in two cube dimensions for each step if both dimensions in an exchange are nodal address dimensions. However, it is also possible to use a xed memory dimension for each exchange. If the rst exchange is repeated as a last exchange, then the result is a shu e on all bits but the xed exchange dimension. For a shu e on n bits, the rst alternative requires n ? 1 exchanges while the last requires n + 1 exchanges. Thus, at the expense of two additional exchanges, each exchange only involves one nodal address dimension. In 34] we present algorithms that are nonoptimal by at most two exchanges, regardless of the number of cube dimensions in the shu e and data elements per node. The idea for the algorithms is to use multiple exchange sequences (embeddings), exploiting the fact that a shu e can be performed as a sequence of exchanges starting at any bit and proceeding in order of decreasing dimensions cyclicly.
Summary
We have discussed some of the data allocation techniques used to preserve locality of reference on the Connection Machine systems, namely data aggregation, nodal array shape, unstructured grid partitioning, and placement of partitions among the nodes. We have also demonstrated the use of several communication primitives, discussed optimal implementations of these with respect to utilizing the communications bandwidth of binary n{cubes, and given a few results from their implementation on the Connection Machine systems CM{2 and CM{200. Scheduling the communications knowing the global communication needs has resulted in signi cant speedups for some communication patterns on the CM{2 and CM{200. For PSHIFT, a speedup of up to a factor of four has been observed, while for bit{reversal a speedup of close to two orders of magnitude has been observed in extreme cases. The choice of nodal array shape has been observed to a ect the performance of matrix multiplication by more than one order of magnitude 47]. Randomization of the data allocation typically yields a performance improvement by a factor of 1.5 { 3 on the CM{2 and CM{200 for gather/scatter operations on irregular grids.
